CASC Fall Meeting  
September 14-16, 2016  
Westin Alexandria Hotel

Wednesday, September 14

8:30  Registration Opens  

8:00 – 9:30  Continental Breakfast

CASC Regulated Data Working Group (RDWG) Meeting  

9:30 – 9:40  Introduction  
Roger Bielefeld, RDWG Co-Chair, Case Western Reserve University

9:40 – 10:10  Center for Trustworthy Scientific Cyberinfrastructure  
Amy Starzynski Coddens, CACR, Indiana University

10:10 – 10:30  IRB and Information Security Overview  
R. Erin Fogarty, Case Western Reserve University

10:30 – 11:00  Coffee Break  

11:00 – 11:20  Panel: IRB and Information Security  
R. Erin Fogarty, Case Western Reserve University  
Mike Warfe, RDWG Co-Chair, Case Western Reserve University  
Amy Starzynski Coddens, Indiana University  
Irene Anne Jillson, Georgetown University

11:20 – noon  Open Mic and Discussion

Noon – 1:00  Lunch

CASC Meeting  

1:00  Welcome  
Curt Hillegas, Princeton University, CASC Chair

1:00 – 2:30  CLOSED SESSION - Open to all from CASC Member institutions  
Moderator: Stan Ahalt, RENCI  
Amy Apon, Clemson University  
Thomas Hauser, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Wayne Gilmore, Boston University  
Ralph Roskies, Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center

Agenda continues on reverse • For complete titles and biographical information see Speaker List
2:30  Introduction: Lisa Arafune, CASC Director
2:45  Break to prepare for bus ride to event
3:00 & 3:15  Buses depart Westin  Westin Lobby
4:05  Game time  Nationals Park, Suites 33 & 34
Food and drink will be provided
6:30 & 7:30  Buses depart Nationals Park to return to Westin Alexandria

OPTIONAL  Stay in DC for dinner - this is on your own or with your own group; you will return to Westin Alexandria on your own via Metro or Taxi

Thursday, September 15

8:00 – 9:30  Continental Breakfast  Wright
9:00 – 10:45  Panel: CASC and Other Organizations  Edison EFG
  Moderators: Guy Almes, Texas A&M; Dane Skow
  CASC: Rajendra Bose, Columbia University
  Educause: Curt Hillegas, Princeton University
  ACI-REF: Tom Cheatham, University of Utah
  Internet2: John Moore, Internet2
  Computing Research Association (CRA): Andy Bernat, CRA
10:45 – 11:00  Coffee Break  Edison Foyer
11:00 – 11:15  Beyond Hardware Working Group Update  Edison EFG
  Sharon Broude Geva, University of Michigan
11:15 – 11:30  XSEDE 2016 Student Activities Update  Edison EFG
  Linda Akli, Southeastern Universities Research Association (SURA)
11:30 – 12:00  JetStream Update  Edison EFG
  Craig Stewart, Indiana University
Noon – 1:00  Lunch  Wright
1:00 – 2:00  Resources for User Training  Edison EFG
  Moderator: Marisa Brazil, Arizona State University
  Maneesha Sane, Software Carpentry and Data Carpentry
  Scott Lathrop, Blue Waters and XSEDE Training
  Melyssa Fratkin, Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)

Agenda continues on reverse  •  For complete titles and biographical information see Speaker List
2:00 – 3:00  **Training Experiences on Campus**  
*Moderator: Ben Rogers, University of Iowa*  
Marisa Brazil, Arizona State University  
Henry Neeman, University of Oklahoma  
Andrew Sherman, Yale University  
Preston Smith, Purdue University

3:00 – 3:30  *Coffee Break*  
*Edison Foyer*

3:30 – 4:00  **National Strategic Computing Initiative Update**  
Tim Polk, Executive Office of the President, Office of Science and Technology Policy

4:00 – Finish  **Open Mic** (2-3 minutes, no slides) and **Lightning Talks** (5-10 minutes, 2-3 slides)
- Craig Stewart, Indiana University: Science Node sponsorships
- James Cuff, Harvard University: North East Storage Exchange
- Dana Brunson, Oklahoma State University: Intrastate Collaboration
- Preston Smith, Purdue University: Research Data Depot
- Patrick Schmitz, UC Berkeley: Computing in the Broader Context of Research IT at UCB
- Robert Henschel, Indiana University (Tentative): XDMoD Value Analytics Update
- Ralph Roskies, Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center: Update on PSC’s Bridges

6:00  Drinks (at Westin Alexandria)  
*Trademark Restaurant, Lobby Level*

6:30 – 8:00  Dinner (at Westin Alexandria)  
*Trademark Restaurant, Lobby Level*

**Friday, September 16**

8:00 – 9:30  **Continental Breakfast**  
*Wright*

9:00 – 10:30  **Agency Presentations**  
Irene Qualters, National Science Foundation  
Kevin Thompson, National Science Foundation

10:45 – 11:00  *Coffee Break*  
*Edison Foyer*

11:00 – Noon  **CASC Business Meeting**  
*Curt Hillegas, CASC Chair*  
- Spring 2016 Meeting Planning Session Report  
- Membership: Sharon Broude Geva, Secretary, CASC  
- Finances: Andrew Sherman, Treasurer, CASC  
- Nominations: Tom Furlani, Nominations Committee Chair, CASC  
- Program Committee: Rajendra Bose, Vice-Chair, CASC

*Agenda continues on reverse  • For complete titles and biographical information see Speaker List*
- Working Groups
  - Regulated Data – Mike Warfe, Case Western Reserve University
  - Beyond Hardware – Sharon Broude Geva, University of Michigan
  - Washington Report: Lisa Arafune, Director, CASC
  - Supercomputing 2016 CASC Luncheon

Noon Adjourn: CASC Meeting Ends

Save the Date! CASC Spring Meeting – March 22-24, 2017
***The Westin Alexandria***

The Westin Alexandria
400 Courthouse Square
Alexandria, VA 22314
(703) 253-8600

- Walking distance to King Street Metro Station and Eisenhower Metro Stations
- Hotel shuttle will take guests to any location within 1.5 miles and both metro stations
- Within two blocks of new NSF building
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